
Builder: ABSOLUTE

Year Built: 2012

Model: Other

Price: PRICE ON APPLICATION

Location: United States

LOA: 64' 0" (19.51m)

Beam: 16' 11" (5.16m)

2012 64' ABSOLUTE — ABSOLUTE

Our experienced yacht broker, Andrey Shestakov, will help you choose and buy a yacht that best suits your needs
2012 64' Absolute — ABSOLUTE from our catalogue. Presently, at Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., we have a wide variety of yachts
available on our sale’s list. We also work in close contact with all the big yacht manufacturers from all over the world.

If you would like to buy a yacht 2012 64' Absolute — ABSOLUTE or would like help answering any questions concerning purchasing, selling
or chartering a yacht, please call +1(954)274-4435

https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/64/2012_64_absolute/2012/261012/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/absolute/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/64/2012_64_absolute/2012/261012/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/absolute/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/64/2012_64_absolute/2012/261012/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/popular-yacht/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/64/2012_64_absolute/2012/261012/
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SPECIFICATIONS

Overview

Maintenance and Service of the 4 engines (filters, belts, tensions, oils, coolant, etc.) was
carried out.
After coolers  of the 4 machines were changed
the wiring and terminals of the entire barcode were electrically maintained
replacements of 24 gel batteries
service and grinding of the turbos of the 4 machines
 full service to the generator (painting and updating)
interior and exterior upholstery

Category: Other Model Year: 2012

Year Built: 2012 Country: United States

Cockpit: Yes

Basic Information

LOA: 64' 0" (19.51m) Beam: 16' 11" (5.16m)

Dimensions

Total Cabins: 3 Total Heads: 3

Accommodations

Hull Material: Fiberglass

Hull and Deck Information
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Engines: 4 Manufacturer: Volvo Penta

Model: IPS600 Engine Type: Inboard

Fuel Type: Diesel

Engine Information
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DETAILED INFORMATION

Additional Information:

ABSOLUTE 64: STYLE, SPORTMANSHIP AND GLAMOUR

 Absolute 64 Sport Yacht , that joined Absolute 70STY to complete the high Sport range. This
expression of the unmistakable Absolute style comes from an innovative project, having great
impact both in terms of aesthetic values and practical solutions on board. The hull’s slender lines
immediately reveal distinctive style and elegance, typical of the Absolute style. Only when getting
on board, its uniqueness is then unveiled.  Light, space, style and luxury; these concepts are
melted in the main deck, creating a union of refinement and relax on board.  A comfortable C-
shaped sofa, a big teak table and the sunbathing area are all located aft in the cockpit. The
sunbathing area is equipped with a “wet bar” with barbecue , fridge and a sink and, on request,
with an ice maker and a pull-out TV screen.  The cockpit retractable roof, made up of transparent
panels, slightly protects the sofa, allowing sun lovers to sunbathe on the wide sunbathing
cushion. Just underneath a wide garage can house a 3.25 meter tender.  The cockpit and the
saloon were developed on a big single surface, showing a smart and absolutely harmonic style
and overcoming the difficulties created by the traditional “open space”; thanks to a big glazed
sliding door, it is then possible to create one big environment, allowing to separate the two
spaces, when needed, granting privacy and comfort in the air-conditioned hall.  The living zone
stuns immediately for the dressy and extensive design. A large C-shaped sofa lies in front of the
pull-out 40’’ LCD TV screen. When walking to the bow, a wide and comfortable double helm
position is located on the right side. The advanced technology is expressed here by two big soft-
touch screens and a domotic system, controlling the facilities on board.  The designers of the
Absolute Research & Development Lab focused mainly to guarantee the maximum available
living space for the bow, where a second comfortable dinette is laying very close to the
windscreen, including a teak table and sunbathing cushions with adjustable back and lower
peaks.  The feeling of “endless” light continues in the lower deck with the four star equipped
kitchen, where light gets in both from the big portholes and from the windscreen, and still goes on
into the sleeping area, including 3 cabins and 3 bathrooms.  The owner cabin is a charming full-
beam suite, equipped with all comforts and top-end finishings. Moreover, it is extremely bright,
thanks to the open–view windows on both side walls, and it is also provided with an elegance
bathroom with a separated shower cabin.  The guests on board can comfortably sleep in a
double bed bow cabin or in a two single-bed cabin, both with private bathrooms. Finally, an aft
cabin with dedicated access direct from the cockpit is assigned to the crew.  After recording the
high-level performance of the four engines installed on the Absolute 70, the Shipyard confirmed
the multiple motorization (four IPS Volvo Penta engines) on this boat, too. The yacht is then
extremely easy to handle in harbors or narrow places, guarantees noiseless operations, limited
consumptions and high performance.  With this model the Shipyard aims at completely changing
the standards of the high categories, thanks to the achieved know-how and to the steady growing
sales and to the numerous international prices won.
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COCKPIT/MAIN DECK

A comfortable C-shaped sofa, a big teak table and the sunbathing area are all located aft in the
cockpit. The sunbathing area is equipped with a “wet bar” with barbecue , fridge and a sink and,
on request, with an ice maker and a pull-out TV screen.  The cockpit retractable roof, made up of
transparent panels, slightly protects the sofa, allowing sun lovers to sunbathe on the wide
sunbathing cushion. Just underneath a wide garage can house a 3.25 meter tender.  The
cockpit and the saloon were developed on a big single surface, showing a smart and absolutely
harmonic style and overcoming the difficulties created by the traditional “open space”; thanks to
a big glazed sliding door, it is then possible to create one big environment, allowing to separate
the two spaces, when needed, granting privacy and comfort in the air-conditioned hall.  The
living zone stuns immediately for the dressy and extensive design. A large C-shaped sofa lies in
front of the pull-out 40’’ LCD TV screen. When walking to the bow, a wide and comfortable
double helm position is located on the right side. The advanced technology is expressed here
by two big soft-touch screens and a domotic system, controlling the facilities on board. 

BOW

The designers of the Absolute Research & Development Lab focused mainly to guarantee the
maximum available living space for the bow, where a second comfortable dinette is laying very
close to the windscreen, including a teak table and sunbathing cushions with adjustable back
and lower peaks. 

LOWER DECK

The feeling of “endless” light continues in the lower deck with the four star equipped kitchen,
where light gets in both from the big portholes and from the windscreen, and still goes on into
the sleeping area, including 3 cabins and 3 bathrooms. 

MASTER CABIN

The owner cabin is a charming full-beam suite, equipped with all comforts and top-end finishing.
Moreover, it is extremely bright, thanks to the open–view windows on both side walls, and it is
also provided with an elegance bathroom with a separated shower cabin. 

GUESTS CABINS AND AFT CABIN

The guests on board can comfortably sleep in a double bed bow cabin or in a two single-bed
cabin, both with private bathrooms. Finally, an aft cabin with dedicated access direct from the
cockpit is assigned to the crew.  After recording the high-level performance of the four engines
installed on the Absolute 70, the Shipyard confirmed the multiple motorization (four IPS Volvo
Penta engines) on this boat, too. The yacht is then extremely easy to handle in harbors or narrow
places, guarantees noiseless operations, limited consumption and high performance.  With this
model the Shipyard aims at completely changing the standards of the high categories, thanks to
the achieved know-how and to the steady growing sales and to the numerous international prices
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won.

Disclaimer

The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the
accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his
agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is
offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.

Exclusions

Owner's personal belongings.

Disclaimer

The Company offers the details of this vessel or yacht in good faith but cannot guarantee or
warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should
instruct his representatives, agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel or yacht is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal
without notice.
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CONTACTS

Andrey Shestakov, leading yacht broker of the sales department of Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc.
Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., the official representative of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale FL
headquarters.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com/en/

Contact details

USA: +1(954)274-4435

Telephones

Monday – Saturday: 9:00 - 21:00 EDT Sunday: closed

Office hours

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Address
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